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Abstract. While our understanding of vulnerable coronary plaque is
still at an early stage, the concept that certain types of plaques predis-
pose patients to developing an acute myocardial infarction continues
to be at the forefront of cardiology research. Intracoronary optical
coherence tomography �OCT� has been developed to both identify
and study these lesions due to its distinct resolution advantage over
other imaging modalities. We review clinical research conducted at
the Massachusetts General Hospital over the past five years to de-
velop, validate, and utilize this technology to improve our under-
standing of vulnerable plaque. Our results show that intracoronary
OCT may be safely conducted in patients and that it provides abun-
dant information regarding plaque microscopic morphology, which is
essential to the identification and study of high-risk lesions. Even
though many basic biological, clinical, and technological challenges
must be addressed prior to widespread use of this technology, the
unique capabilities of OCT ensure that it will have a prominent role in
shaping the future of cardiology. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2192697�
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1 Introduction

Acute myocardial infarction �AMI� is a leading cause of death
in the United States and industrialized countries.1,2 Research
conducted over the past 15 years has demonstrated that sev-
eral types of minimally or modestly stenotic atherosclerotic
plaques, termed vulnerable plaques, are precursors to coro-
nary thrombosis, myocardial ischemia, and sudden cardiac
death. Postmortem studies have identified one type of vulner-
able plaque, the thin-cap fibroatheroma �TCFA�, as the culprit
lesion in approximately 80% of sudden cardiac deaths.3–7

Over 90% of TCFAs are found within the most proximal
5.0 cm segment of each of the main coronary arteries �left
anterior descending �LAD�; left circumflex �LCx�; and right
coronary artery �RCA��.3,5 The TCFA is typically a minimally
occlusive plaque characterized histologically by the following
features: �1� thin fibrous cap ��65 �m�, �2� large lipid pool,
and �3� activated macrophages near or within the fibrous
cap.3,5,7–9 It is hypothesized that these features predispose
TCFAs to rupture in response to biomechanical stresses.10,11

Following rupture and the release of procoagulant proteins,
such as tissue factor, a substrate for thrombus formation is
created, leading to an acute coronary event.12,13 While TCFAs
are associated with the majority of AMIs, recent autopsy stud-
ies have shown that coronary plaques with erosions or super-
ficial calcified nodules may also precipitate thrombosis and
sudden occlusion of a coronary artery.3,5,14,15
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Although autopsy studies have been valuable in determin-
ing features of culprit plaques, the retrospective nature of
these studies limits their ability to quantify the risk of an
individual plaque for causing acute coronary thrombosis. For
instance, TCFAs are a frequent autopsy finding in asymptom-
atic or stable patients and are found with equal frequency in
culprit and nonculprit arteries in acute coronary syndromes.16

Moreover, disrupted TCFAs have been found in 10% of non-
cardiac deaths.16 Recent findings of multiple ruptured
plaques17 and increased systemic inflammation in acute
patients18–20 has challenged the notion of a single vulnerable
plaque as the precursor for AMI.19,21,22 An improved under-
standing of the natural history and clinical significance of
these lesions would accelerate progress in diagnosis, treat-
ment, and prevention of coronary artery disease �CAD�.

An attractive approach to studying the evolution of vulner-
able plaques is noninvasive or intracoronary imaging of indi-
vidual lesions at multiple time points. Unfortunately, the mi-
croscopic features that characterize vulnerable plaque are not
reliably identified by conventional imaging technologies such
as intravascular ultrasound �IVUS�,23–28 CT,29–32 and
MRI.32–35 While experimental intracoronary imaging modali-
ties such as integrated backscatter IVUS,36,37 elastography,32,38

angioscopy,39–43 near-infrared spectroscopy,44 fluorescence
spectroscopy,45–47 Raman spectroscopy,48,49 and
thermography50,51 have been investigated for the detection of
vulnerable plaque, no method to date has been shown to reli-
ably identify all of the characteristic features of these lesions.
1083-3668/2006/11�2�/021002/10/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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2 Optical Coherence Tomography
Intracoronary optical coherence tomography �OCT� is an in-
vasive microscopic imaging technology that has been devel-
oped for the identification of vulnerable plaque.52–55 OCT ac-
quires cross-sectional images of tissue reflectance and, since it
may be implemented through an optical fiber probe, it is
readily adaptable to coronary catheters56 for insertion into
coronary arteries and circumferential imaging of arterial pa-
thology. The first investigation of vascular optical coherence
tomography ex vivo demonstrated the potential of this tech-
nique to identify arterial microstructure.57 Subsequent devel-
opment of OCT technology enabled image acquisition at rates
sufficient for intracoronary imaging in human patients.58–60 In
this manuscript, we review studies conducted with this tech-
nology over the past five years at the Massachusetts General
Hospital �MGH�. Results from these studies show that a wide
variety of microscopic features, including those associated
with TCFAs, can be identified by OCT imaging both ex vivo
and in living human patients. These findings suggest that this
technology will play an important role in improving our un-
derstanding of coronary artery disease, guiding local therapy,
and decreasing the mortality of AMI.

3 Optical Coherence Tomography System
A schematic of the OCT system is shown in Fig. 1.59 Briefly,
the system consists of a polarization-diverse fiber-optic non-
reciprocal interferometer, which operates in the time domain.
The light source is centered at 1300 nm and has a Gaussian
spectral full-width-at-half-maximum of 70 nm, providing an

Fig. 1 Schematic of the time-domain intracoronary optical coherence
tomography system. Polarized, broad-bandwidth light passes through
a circulator �CIRC, port C1 to port C2� and is split into reference and
sample arms via a 10/90 fiber optic beam splitter. The optical path
length �group delay� of the reference arm is scanned by translating the
galvanometer of the rapidly scanning optical delay �RSOD� line.
Sample arm light is coupled into the catheter by a rotating optical
junction �ROTJ�. Light returned from the reference and sample arms is
combined at the splitter and transmitted back to the circulator at port
C2. The circulator then passes this light through port C3 to a polariz-
ing beam splitter �PBS�. The two orthogonal polarization states are
detected separately by photodiodes D1 and D2. The two signals are
demodulated and summed to create the final output signal, which is
digitized �A/D� and transferred to the CPU. Detection of the fringe
patterns created by sample and reference arm interference allows one
radial scan �A-line� to be constructed that maps tissue reflectivity axial
or depth location. A cross-sectional image is generated by repeating
this process at successive transverse locations on the sample while the
ROTJ rotates the internal components of the catheter.
axial resolution of approximately 8 �m in tissue. The trans-
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verse resolution, determined by the focal spot size produced
by the probe, is 25 �m. Group delay scanning at a rate of
2 kHz was conducted by utilizing a phase-control rapidly
scanning optical delay �RSOD� in the reference arm.61 Images
�500 pixels transverse � 250 pixels axial� were obtained at
4 frames/s and stored digitally. A custom-built fiber-optic ro-
tary junction was utilized for catheter-based circumferential
imaging and a galvanometer mirror was used for the free-
space experiments.62 Catheters were constructed by modify-
ing a commercially available 3.0 F �950 �m diameter�, rapid-
exchange IVUS catheter to incorporate a central fiber, a distal
gradient index �GRIN� lens, and a deflecting prism, which
were rotated to construct a circumferential image.62

4 Ex Vivo Studies
4.1 Plaque Characterization
The first steps in validating this imaging modality were to
establish and test the accuracy of objective image criteria for
discrimination of atherosclerotic plaque types ex vivo. A total
of 357 specimens �162 aortas, 105 carotid bulbs, and 90 coro-
nary arteries� were obtained from 90 cadavers �48 male, 42
female, mean age 74.5±13.25�. The specimens were imaged
fresh at 37°C, less than 72 h postmortem. Registration was
accomplished by placing ink marks on the tissue prior to im-
aging so that both OCT images and histopathology slides con-
tained visibly recognizable reference points. Following imag-
ing, specimens were fixed in Formalin and processed for
paraffin embedding, 5-�m sectioning, and staining �H&E,
Trichrome, Movat’s Pentachrome, and immunohistochemis-
try�. For the training set, 50 cadaver plaques were imaged by
OCT and correlated with histology obtained at the imaging
site.55 Fibrous plaques were characterized by homogeneous,
signal-rich regions, fibrocalcific plaques by signal-poor re-
gions with sharp borders, and lipid-rich plaques by signal-
poor regions with diffuse borders �Fig. 2�. Two blinded read-
ers prospectively applied these criteria to images of the
remaining 307 plaques �validation set�. Using histopathologic
diagnosis as the gold standard, the accuracy of OCT for char-
acterizing plaque type was then determined. These criteria
yielded a sensitivity and specificity ranging from 71–79% and
97–98%, for fibrous plaques, 95–96% and 97% for fibrocal-
cific plaques, and 90–94% and 90–92% for lipid-rich plaques,
respectively �overall agreement, �=0.84�.55 These results
demonstrated that objective OCT criteria are highly sensitive
and specific for differentiating lipid-rich plaques from other
plaque types.55

4.2 Quantification of Macrophage Content
Macrophages are central to the etiology of coronary artery
disease.12,63–65 Due to the high quantity of intracellular ph-
agolysosomes containing lipid and other cellular debris, we
hypothesized that the refractive index contrast provided by the
cytoplasm of macrophages would result in a strong optical
signal from these cells �Fig. 3�. Furthermore, since macroph-
ages are typically heterogeneously distributed in atheroscle-
rotic tissue, the spatial variance of OCT signal in plaques with
high macrophage content should also be elevated. In order to
test this hypothesis, cap macrophage and smooth muscle den-
sities of 27 necrotic core fibroatheromas were quantified by

analyzing indirect horseradish immunoperoxidase staining of
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e; original magnification 40�. Scale bars, tick marks, 500 �m.
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paraffin embedded tissue sections incubated with CD68 and
smooth muscle actin monoclonal antibodies, respectively.66

Hematoxylin was the counter-stain. Morphometric measure-
ments �single 10� cross-sectional field� of cell density �%
area stained� within a 500-�m �lateral� � 125-�m �axial�
region of interest were then compared to the normalized stan-
dard deviation �NSD� of the OCT signal intensity at corre-
sponding locations.66 We found a high degree of positive cor-
relation between OCT and histologic measurements of fibrous
cap macrophage density �r=0.84, p�0.0001� and a negative
correlation between OCT and histologic measurements of
smooth muscle actin density �r=−0.56, p�0.005�. A range
of NSD thresholds �6.15–6.35% � yielded greater than 90%
sensitivity and specificity for identifying caps containing
�10% CD68 staining. This study demonstrated that the high
contrast and resolution of OCT enables the quantification of
macrophages within fibrous caps of atherosclerotic plaques.

4.3 Other Plaque Features
While the previously described studies demonstrated accurate
characterization of features associated with TCFAs, OCT is
capable of identifying additional plaque components that may
be associated with acute coronary events. These features are

Fig. 2 OCT images and corresponding histology for fibrous �A, B�, ca
plaques, the OCT signal �Fib� is observed to be strong and homogene
as signal poor regions within the vessel wall. Lipid-rich plaques have d
sharply delineated. �B, D� Hematoxylin & Eosin; �F� Masson’s trichom
lcific �C, D�, and lipid-rich �E, F� plaque types �obtained ex vivo�. In fibrous
ous. In comparison, both calcific �arrows� and lipid-rich regions �L� appear
iffuse or poorly demarcated borders while the borders of calcific nodules are
described below.
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Fig. 3 Images of atherosclerotic plaques �obtained ex vivo� �A� OCT
image of a fibroatheroma with a low density of macrophages within
the fibrous cap �arrow�. �C� OCT image of a fibroatheroma with a high
density of macrophages within the fibrous cap �arrow�. �B, D� Histol-
ogy corresponding to �A� and �C�, respectively; Masson’s trichome;
original magnification 40�. Scale bars �both OCT and histology�,

500 �m.
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4.3.1 Calcific Nodules
Calcific nodules have been associated with plaque thrombosis
in a minority of cases.3,5 Calcium by OCT appears as a signal-
poor region with a sharp delineation between the nodule and
the surrounding tissue �Fig. 2�C��. In our histopathologic
study of plaque characterization, we were able to use this
criterion to diagnose calcific nodules with 96% sensitivity and
97% specificity.55

4.3.2 Thrombus
Differentiation of thrombus from plaque is critical for accu-
rate plaque characterization. In addition, there is evidence to
suggest that thrombus type, platelet-rich versus red-blood-
cell-rich, is an indicator of the flow conditions associated with
the thrombus formation and could be an important predictor
of the efficacy of thrombolytic therapy.67,68 We have con-
ducted a study to correlate histopathologic sections of throm-
bus with OCT. Our preliminary results suggest that a “red”
thrombus �red-blood-cell-rich� rapidly attenuates the signal in
a manner similar to whole blood �Fig. 4�A��. In contrast, a
“white” thrombus �platelet-rich� appears to exhibit a homoge-
neous moderate-strong signal with significantly less attenua-
tion �Fig. 4�B��.60 In our experience, both forms of thrombus
are usually easily distinguished from the arterial wall proper.

Fig. 4 OCT images of red blood cell-rich �A� and platelet-rich �B�
thrombi �obtained ex vivo�. The red blood cell-rich thrombus demon-
strates high OCT signal attenuation, whereas the platelet rich throm-
bus shows a homogeneous scattering signal with relatively little at-
tenuation. Insets depict corresponding histology sections from each
thrombus; Hematoxylin & Eosin; original magnification 40�. Scale
bar, 500 �m.

Fig. 5 Images of atherosclerotic plaques �obtained ex vivo� �A� OCT
lipid-pool �L� interface. �C� OCT image demonstrating giant cells �arr
�B, D, and F� Histology corresponding to �A�, �C�, and �E�; �B� CD68; �

and histology�, 250 �m.
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4.3.3 Macrophages at the Cap-Lipid Pool Border
High-resolution cross-sectional optical imaging affords the
unique opportunity to study the location of macrophage accu-
mulations within a given plaque cross-section. Using our
macrophage data set,66 we found that 84% of OCT images
demonstrated a high signal at the junction between the cap
and the lipid pool �Fig. 5�A� and 5�B�� when CD68 staining at
this interface was greater than 50%.

4.3.4 Giant Cells
Multinucleated macrophages, or giant cells, are an inflamma-
tory response to a foreign body �e.g., cholesterol crystals�
within atherosclerotic plaques. Giant cells can be visualized
by OCT as large highly reflecting regions within the cap and
at the cap-lipid pool interface �Fig. 5�C� and 5�D��.

4.3.5 Cholesterol Crystals
Research investigating the biomechanical properties of ath-
erosclerotic plaques has shown that the presence of choles-
terol crystals increases the stiffness of lipid pools, and as a
result, may decrease the likelihood of plaque rupture.69 Im-
ages of cholesterol crystals demonstrate oriented, linear,
highly reflecting structures within the plaques �Fig. 5�E� and
5�F��.70

5 Clinical Studies
Histopathologic validation of qualitative and quantitative im-
age criteria ex vivo provided a foundation for interpreting
data obtained from living human patients. Between January
2000 and September 2003, a total of 86 patients undergoing
routine percutaneous transluminal coronary intervention
�PTCI� were enrolled in a study at the Massachusetts General
Hospital �Boston, MA� to investigate the feasibility of intrac-
oronary OCT. Informed consent was obtained for all patients.
Imaging was performed in culprit lesions and remote sites
with IVUS and OCT pre- and post-coronary intervention.60,71

Clear visualization of the arterial wall was accomplished by
use of intermittent saline flushes �8–10 cc� through the guide

e of a fibroatheroma with macrophages �M� present at the cap �C�
� Cholesterol crystals �arrows� appear as signal-rich linear structures.
asson’s trichrome; original magnification 40�. Scale bars �both OCT
imag
ow�. �E
D, F� M
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catheter. All patients tolerated the procedure well without
complications. Images demonstrating detailed arterial micro-
structure were successfully obtained in all patients studied and
in all three major coronary arteries.60,71 To compare IVUS and
OCT, images were registered by angiographic visualization of
the catheter tip, anatomical landmarks, and guide catheter tip
location. Summaries of the results from our clinical study are
described below:

OCT images obtained in living patients contained the same
image features as those obtained ex vivo. All of the charac-
teristics of macrophage-rich TCFAs as well as the additional
plaque features described in the previous section were ob-
served in vivo; there were no image features in the clinical
data that had not been observed ex vivo �Fig. 6�.60 These
observations suggest that image interpretation criteria and al-
gorithms validated ex vivo can also be applied to images ob-
tained from patients.

OCT observations were consistent with IVUS, the current
gold standard for intracoronary imaging.60 Although IVUS is
unable to resolve microstructural features associated with vul-
nerable plaque, it can identify nonatherosclerotic �normal�
vessels, large thrombi, calcific deposits, and pronounced arte-
rial disruptions. While unconfirmed, indirect evidence sug-
gests that IVUS may detect large lipid deposits.24 A study was
conducted, comparing 17 OCT-IVUS image pairs obtained
from 10 patients.60 In all cases where IVUS identified these
characteristics, blinded OCT observations were consistent
�Table 1�. OCT detected additional cases of intimal hyperpla-
sia, thrombus, intimal disruption, and lipid pool not identified
by IVUS.60

Imaging of culprit lesions demonstrated a higher preva-
lence of TCFA in patients with acute coronary disease than
patients with stable coronary disease.72 In this analysis, TCFA
was defined as a plaque with lipid area �2 quadrants and cap
thickness �65 �m. A summary of the OCT findings, ob-
tained from 57 patients with varying clinical presentations of
coronary artery disease, is depicted in Table 2.72 From these

Fig. 6 OCT images of coronary plaques acquired from living human p
�C� TCFA with circumferential lipid pool �L� and a region consisten
artifacts. Tick marks, 500 �m.
57 patients, 20 presented with AMI, 20 with an acute coronary
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syndrome �ACS�, and 17 with stable angina pectoris �SAP�.73

TCFAs identified by OCT were found in 13 AMI patients
�65%�, 9 with ACS �45%�, and 3 with SAP �18%�.72 TCFAs
were more prevalent in acute presentations �AMI and ACS� of
CAD �55% versus 18%, p=0.012�.72 Plaque disruption was
found more frequently in acute CAD �20% versus 12%, p
=0.053� and calcifications were more frequent in stable dis-
ease �41% versus 12%, p=0.049�.72 These findings represent
the first observation of presentation-dependent plaque mor-
phology in living human patients and confirm our current
knowledge of the relationship between morphology and pa-
tient outcome that has been obtained in previous autopsy
studies.3–7

Macrophage content was significantly higher in fibroat-
heroma caps in patients with acute presentations of CAD,
versus caps in patients with SAP.74,75 For this study, we cre-
ated NSD �macrophage density� images �Fig. 7� and analyzed
the macrophage distributions in both culprit and remote

�obtained in vivo�. �A� Fibrous plaque �Fib�; �B� calcific nodule �Ca�;
a platelet-rich thrombus �arrowheads�. The * represents guidewire

Table 1 IVUS and OCT findings for corresponding image pairs �n
=17�. All features of the vessel wall structure identified by the IVUS
reader were seen in the corresponding OCT image �column A�. Addi-
tional findings by OCT that were not identified by the IVUS reader are
enumerated in column B. �Taken from Ref. 60.�

Feature
�A� Identified by Both

OCT and IVUS
�B� Identified by OCT

Alone

Intimal hyperplasia 3 �3 patients� 8 �7 patients�

Internal elastic lamina not evaluated 11 �8 patients�

External elastic lamina not evaluated 10 �7 patients�

Plaque 17 �10 patients� 0

Fibrous plaque 13 �10 patients� 0

Calcific plaque 4 �4 patients� 0

Echolucent region 2 �2 patients� 2 �2 patients�
atients
t with
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plaques �n=225� of 49 patients with different clinical syn-
dromes. Macrophage density was found to be significantly
higher in the AMI �5.54±1.48% � and ACS �5.86±2.01% �
groups compared to the SAP group �4.14±1.81% � �p
�0.003�.74,75

Both focal and multi-focal elevations of macrophage den-
sity were associated with severity of clinical presentation.75

There is great interest in understanding the role of focal ver-
sus multi-focal plaque features in the pathogenesis of acute
coronary thrombosis. The unique ability of OCT to quantify
macrophage content and observe the spatial distribution of
plaque macrophages provides a valuable tool for investigating
this critical question. Supporting the concept of focal risk,
sites of plaque rupture demonstrated a greater macrophage
density than nonrupture sites �6.95±0.48%, 5.71±0.37%; p

Table 2 OCT findings from MGH clinical study
�2 quadrants+fibrous cap thickness�65 �m�. �

Finding
AM

�n=

Lipid Plaque, No. of quadrants 1

1 0

2 7

3 5

4 6

Lipid-rich plaque ��2 quadrants� 1

Fibrous cap thickness ��m� �median� 47.0 �

TCFA 13 �n

Plaque disruption 5

Calcification 2

Thrombus 4

Fig. 7 Conventional OCT image of a ruptured TCFA obtained from a
data �NSD� from the fibrous cap is displayed using a color look-up tab

500 �m.
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=0.01�.75 In addition, macrophage density was significantly
higher at the surface �first 50 �m� of culprit plaques in com-
parison to remote lesions, indicating that superficial macroph-
ages confer a higher risk for developing an acute thrombus.75

This finding represents a new understanding of the role of
macrophages in the pathogenesis of acute coronary disease
and may provide an additional parameter to assess individual
plaque risk.

We also found evidence in support of the multi-focal hy-
pothesis. Macrophage densities at remote sites were correlated
with measurements at culprit sites within the same patient
�r=0.66; p=0.01�.75 Fibrous plaques, which are not consid-
ered to be high-risk lesions, had a higher macrophage content
in patients with acute disease, compared with stable patients
�p=0.025�.75 Taken together, these results suggest that both

7�. TCFA indicates thin-cap fibroatheroma �lipid
from Ref. 72.�

ACS
�n=20�

SAP
�n=17� P

18 15

3 5

8 5

5 3

2 2

15 10 0.09

53.8 �n=18� 102.6 �n=15� 0.034

9 �n=18� 3 �n=15� 0.012

3 2 0.053

3 7 0.049

5 6

t with AMI �obtained in vivo�. �B� In this image, macrophage density
ipid pool; arrow, intimal disruption; *, guidewire artifacts. Tick marks,
�n=5
Taken

I
20�

8

8

n=18�

=18�
patien
le. L, l
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focal and multi-focal macrophage distributions play important
roles governing the severity of CAD.

6 Current Technology Challenges
Studies conducted with OCT clearly demonstrate the potential
of this technology for impacting the management of CAD.
However, limitations of current technology may preclude
widespread use. Most importantly, due to its scattering and
absorption, removal of blood interposed between the catheter
and the arterial wall is required in order to obtain a clear,
unobstructed view. Saline purging adequately removes blood
from the field, but at current imaging frame rates
�4–8 frames/s�, intracoronary OCT with saline flushing re-
duces to a single cross-sectional measurement. As a result,
large area screening of vessel pathology required for wide-
spread adoption is untenable with this paradigm. Balloon oc-
clusion with saline purging, such as is commonly employed
during angioscopy, remains a viable option for certain inter-
ventional communities.42,76 However, this technique is not fa-
vored in the United States. Strategies such as reducing the
scattering of blood by administering an index matching fluid
or administration of a transparent oxygen-carrying blood sub-
stitute have been proposed to reduce the blood-attenuation
problem.77,78 More research needs to be conducted in these
areas to determine the clinical viability of these methods. An-
other line of attack for overcoming the blood-attenuation
problem is to increase the frame rate significantly, which can
commensurately increase the information yield per purge.
While conventional time-domain OCT systems have a frame
rate of approximately 4–8 frames/s, new frequency-domain
OCT technology, spectral-domain OCT �SD-OCT�79–83 and
optical frequency domain imaging �OFDI�, enable more than
an order of magnitude higher frame rates.84–86 Due to their
high speeds, these second-generation OCT systems further
open up the possibility of conducting three-dimensional com-
prehensive volumetric microscopy of long arterial segments.

One common misconception regarding OCT is that it can
replace intravascular ultrasound. In fact, each technology ex-
cels at different tasks. IVUS obtains images through blood
with approximately 100-�m resolution and a depth of pen-
etration of approximately 1.0 cm. OCT on the other hand ob-
tains images with much higher resolution, but cannot pen-
etrate as deeply ��2 mm�. As a result, OCT is particularly
well suited to investigating microscopic features at the surface
of the arterial wall, which are characteristic of high-risk vul-
nerable plaques. However, the infrared light utilized by OCT
does not reach the back wall of thick atherosclerotic lesions
and therefore this technology is probably not appropriate for
evaluating pathology such as remodeling that is manifested by
alterations of the elastic laminae.

Separate from the depth of penetration issue, conventional
time-domain technology also has a limited depth range over
which signals can be obtained. This limited ranging depth
presents difficulties visualizing the entire arterial circumfer-
ence, notably when the catheter is eccentrically placed within
a large diameter vessel. Auto-ranging, which adaptively ad-
justs the RSOD galvanometer to follow the lumen of the ar-
terial wall, is one viable solution to this problem.87 Addition-

84
ally, second generation OFDI systems inherently provide up
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to 7.0 mm of ranging depth, which is sufficient to visualize
the entire artery even at the coronary ostia.

7 Conclusion
To date, optical coherence tomography has had a tangible im-
pact on the quest to understand and identify the vulnerable
plaque. It is the only method demonstrated to be capable of
measuring all of the microscopic features associated with
TCFAs. Our knowledge of the morphology of plaques associ-
ated with AMI, previously predicated on retrospective autopsy
studies, has now been confirmed in living human patients with
this technology. New information regarding macrophage dis-
tributions in patients with severe CAD, and insight into the
focal and diffuse nature of the inflammatory atherosclerotic
process has been uncovered.

The promise of intracoronary OCT is great, yet important
challenges still remain. Much needs to be learned about the
disease in order to ascertain the eventual role of this or any
other intravascular modality in clinical practice. The preva-
lence, incidence, and natural history of high-risk lesions are
presently poorly understood. Studies are currently underway
using OCT and other imaging modalities to investigate the
evolution of individual coronary lesions. Tests capable of
screening a large population to determine patients that require
more detailed intracoronary evaluation must be developed.
Local treatment strategies have been proposed, including le-
sion stabilization with drug-eluting stents88,89 and photody-
namic therapy,90,91 but the long-term clinical viability of these
approaches is currently unknown. While there is still much to
be done, we anticipate that the unique capabilities of OCT as
an investigational tool for high-risk lesions will serve the car-
diology community well as it advances to understand, iden-
tify, and ultimately treat the vulnerable plaque.
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